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Problem Statement 
The problem we see with a lot of cars is that their gas tank sensors are very rarely accurate. From 
failing to alert drivers of low fuel, to heavily fluctuating gas gauges, to them not working at all, this 
problem can be very dangerous to all drivers. People that cannot tell how much gas is in their tanks 
could very easily end up stranded in dangerous areas and situations. Also because this problem 
seems to frequently afflict older cars, repairing these issues often costs more than the vehicle value 
itself. Therefore the vast majority of car owners seem to simply try to live with their issues. 

 

All cars have their own little issues that make day-to-day driving unnecessarily difficult, especially 
when dealing with gas gauges and warning systems breaking or malfunctioning. 

Goal 
Our goal is to understand this problem through extensive UX/UI research and create a solution for 
car drivers everywhere. 

Phase 1 

Data collection: 
We have gathered data in various forms. We conducted a survey, interviews, card sorts, focus 
groups, mind maps, and research on other companies to better understand our problem and our 
users. 

Survey 
Definition : A survey is a research technique that involves asking a large amount of people a series 
of questions in order to gather information about what most people do or think about something.  
For our survey we asked 131 people a series of 16 questions relating to malfunctioning cars and gas 
gauges.  
 
Summary : During this survey we discovered that our audience was, in general, part of the older 
generation. Most people were above the age of 36, and had cars that were from 2000 and on. Based 
on the miles traveled and amount of trips each week, we have concluded that these people seemed 
to all be workers in a typical full-time job. A significant amount of people use navigational apps and 
GasBuddy too, but little else. 
Broken gas tank sensors and gauges, as well as running out of gas don’t seem to be a major issue 
among most people. However, there is still a fairly consistent 10-15% of people running across these 
problems, and most people don’t seem to fill up their vehicles until the gas tank is very low. 
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Survey Intro: Welcome to our survey. We are researching malfunctioning cars and possible 
solutions to problems associated with inaccurate gas tank sensors.  If you are not yet a driver, or if 
you take alternate modes of transportation such as buses, uber, bike, etc., please simply pass this 
survey on to a friend. Thank you for your help! 
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Interview 
Definition : An interview is a one-on-one discussion used to get more in depth answers to 
questions. Although more time consuming than surveys, interviews are far more flexible and can 
help researchers explore unexpected areas and tangents. 

For this part of our research, we found and interviewed 10 car drivers and asked each one a total of 
5 questions relating to malfunctioning cars and gas gauges. Each interview lasted from 15 - 30 
minutes. 

 

Summary : Even though the interviews varied widely, we found several common themes across 
many of them. The first is that, regardless of economic status, age, gender, etc., every single driver 
seems to have car issues. Even if it doesn’t directly relate to our problem with gas tank sensors, most 
cars seem to have put their drivers and passengers in potentially or directly dangerous situations at 
some point in time. We also discovered that drivers were very unlikely to replace anything broken 
that isn’t very necessary for driving, almost entirely because of financial reasons. This goes to show 
that our target users probably have low-income to lower-middle class income. 

Especially relating to our problem is question number 3, where we asked people their stories 
regarding nearly or entirely running out of gas while driving. Most people had at least one story to 
tell about how they, whether as a driver or passenger, nearly ran out of or totally ran out of gas 
because somebody wasn’t paying attention to the gas gauge. The low fuel warning always comes on 
when drivers have just a few miles left of driving before they run out, never taking into consideration 
traffic and distance to the next gas station. Many of these stories ended in “I barely made it …” or “I 
had to push the car,” etc. Those who did not have issues running out of gas always reported being 
very diligent in watching the gauge everyday. What we get from this is that cars do not have useful 
low warning features. 

Last of all we discovered that most people do use apps relating to cars, but almost strictly 
navigational ones such as Waze and Google Maps. Most people agreed that they liked these apps 
because they are, for the most part, hands free. A handful of people use GasBuddy as well to find 
cheap gas around town. 

 

Questions : 

1) Have you ever had any technical problems with you cars over the years? What kind of experiences 
have you had as a result? 

2) What factors, such as price, necessity, or car value, would make you not repair your car if it broke?  

3) Have you ever run out of gas / nearly run out of gas while driving? What happened and why did 
this occur? 

4) Have you ever had trouble with keeping track of the amount of gas in your car? Why or why not? 
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4a. Have you ever had trouble maintaining any other routine problems with your car, such 
as changing oil, filling coolant, and windshield wiper fluid? 

5) Do you use any vehicle-related apps/websites? If yes, which ones do you use and why do you like 
them? If not, what kind of app might you be interested in? 

 

Interview #1: Alycia Barnes 
1) She had many many issues with a 2006 Jeep Liberty Renegade, including a broken water pump, a 
broken ECM Engine Control Unit that cost $600 to repair, getting permanently stuck in 2nd gear, the 
car would periodically shut off while driving, and transmission repairs costing $300. She had no 
issues with the gas tank sensors, it was mostly just engine computer issues. 

2) Aly would only keep a horrible broken car (like the one above) if necessary, because she couldn't 
afford a new car for a while and it was just cheaper and easier to keep fixing the old broken one. 

If something smaller and not completely necessary for driving were to break (such as a gas tank 
sensor or gauge) she would slowly save up for it, skimming off a little each paycheck to finally pay off 
something $100-200. Any more than that and she probably would not save the car. If repairs cost 
more than the value of the car, the car is no longer worth it. 

3-4) She almost ran out of gas multiple times. Not because she wasn't paying attention, but rather 
because she couldn't afford it until payday, but still had to drive to work. She hasn't yet totally run 
out of gas while driving. 

5) She uses Google Maps for navigation sometimes, as well as carcomplaints.com to try and find the 
best, most problem-free cars when shopping for new ones. 

 

Interview #2: Mad Mohre 
1) Mad’s Volkswagen Beetle issues over the years include two windows falling down into the door of 
car (including once in blizzard conditions for a 1.5 hour drive), a broken airbag, dying speakers, and 
the low fuel warning system no longer functions. 

2) If a car were to break so that the repairs cost more than the car's value, it would no longer be 
worth repairing. However, she would be unlikely to buy a very new car because they now come with 
too many options, screens, and new technology. The more stuff a new car has, there is more 
likelihood of something complicated and expensive to replace breaking. She thinks most newer cars 
are over complicated and busy, and would probably buy another older car from earlier 2000's that's 
in good condition. 

3-4) No, she has not had any near misses with running out of gas. She knows the car very well after 
having it for many years, and is very familiar with its little issues and quirks such as the broken low 
fuel light. Mad is very diligent in watching the gas gauge on a daily basis and doesn't let it fall low 
enough that it's ever in danger of running totally out. 
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4a) However, even though Mad has never run out of gas while driving, sometimes other things run 
out that are less immediately necessary than gas is. For example, she once ran out of windshield 
wiper fluid while driving in the snow, causing dangerous amounts of salt build-up on the windows 
and making it difficult to see and drive. She also sometimes forgets routine oil changes. 

5) Mad is not a frequent phone user and typically does not use any vehicle-related apps or websites. 
She'd rather not be forced to check something or have to go into an app. Instead of getting a 
frequent stream of notifications, a daily friendly reminder sort of app might possibly be best suited 
for her (such as reminder emails.) 

 

Interview #3: Emily Cueto 
1) Emily’s 2003 Honda Accord has many technical issues such as electrical problems, a broken 
central panel dashboard, plastic back panels of seats randomly falling off, a broken swaybar, no 
functioning drivers' side airbag, and the ABS braking system lights are on constantly, meaning 
there's one or more broken tire rotation sensors. 

2) She would not repair anything non-life-threatening or generally necessary for driving, such as the 
airbag. She believes the airbag does more harm than good anyhow except in major accidents. 

3-4) Emily has not had any issues with running or nearly running out of gas in her own car because 
she pays very close attention to the gas gauge all the time, but is also fairly stressed by constantly 
keeping track of it. 

    - She has once almost ran out of gas as a passenger in the middle of the desert in Vegas, because 
her uncle did not check the gas gauge while driving into the desert. The low fuel light came on less 
than halfway through the roundtrip, and they barely coasted into town before running out. 

5) She sometimes uses Google Maps for navigation, or GasBuddy during trips in Ohio. However, she 
would usually rather not take the time to open up the app and look at low gas prices. 

 

Interview #4: Katherine Chicosky 
1) She had a late 90's / early 2000 Minivan windshield wiper blade flew off during a blizzard and 
drove down the freeway with her head out the window to see. She also has a broken gas gauge on a 
1965 Dart, which is a racecar only, and 1972 Plymouth Duster, her daily driver in the summer. 

2) Often she doesn't repair minor issues in her cars because there are no good replacement parts. 
For example, she replaced the '65 Dart's gas gauge with the only model that would fit, a cheap kind 
that broke within a couple months of use. She would typically not spend more than $500 fixing a 
minor issue that isn't necessary for driving, like broken sensors or gauges 

3) Yes, she has run out of gas multiple times because many of her cars have broken gauges, no 
sensors, and no low fuel light. 

 - Ran out of gas driving down the freeway returning from Woodward race, got stranded 
because gauge wasn't working. 
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    - Ran out of gas driving home from another race because the fuel line leaked the entire tank on 
the drive back. The gas gauge and sensors didn't warn that the tank was emptying. 

    - Ran out several weeks ago driving home from work because she accidentally filled another car 
earlier that week and thought it had been the '72 duster, but it wasn't. 

    - Ran out of gas in the middle of a race with 1965 Dart because she forgot to turn the fuel pump 
on. 

    - Ran out of gas driving home from work and barely made it to the gas station, she had to be 
pushed in the rest of the way to the pump 

4) Yes, she has great difficulty with keeping track of the amount of gas in her car tanks because she 
drives several different cars. The way she usually keeps track of gas is through gas station receipts 
and calculating gas mileage. 

4a) She doesn't have difficulty maintaining her cars. She keeps oil change dates saved in digital notes 
and keeps an eye on her cars' miles. 

5) She doesn't use a lot of vehicle-related apps or websites unless they relate to shopping for car 
parts. Sometimes she uses Google Maps for navigational purposes because it's faster to use than 
plugging in addresses into a car's old broken GPS system. Also sometimes she uses GasBuddy but 
not very often because she usually only goes to the same two gas stations, whether they're the 
cheapest around or not. 

 

Interview #5: Ali Barr 
1) Ali had many tire issues with her first car, the tire pressure alert sensor often kicked on during hot 
days because the air in the tires would expand and cause issues. She’d have to use the free air 
pressure pump to fix the issue by letting out air from her tires. She also had a broken gas cap sensor 
constantly alerting her car that the cap wasn't on, even when it was. 

2) She would not fix small unnecessary issues if the car still could be driven safely. Also if the value 
of repairs is ever equal to the value of the car, it would be better to get a new car rather 

than constantly fix the old one. However this also depends on her current situation. If she was living 
alone in Grand Rapids again with no back-up plan to get around, she might do an expensive repair. 
But if she were living at home and could borrow cars for a while, she would invest in a new one. 

3) She was almost stranded without gas once. She got stuck in traffic with a low fuel light and barely 
made it to the next gas station. She hadn't been paying attention to the gas gauge. 

4) She never checks the gas gauge until the low fuel light alerts her, and then she refills her car. She 
relies on that alert system alone to refill the car, and wishes the sensor would give earlier warnings 
rather than just the lone one at the point where you could very well be unable to get to a gas station 
in time. 

 4a) She wants routine car maintenance to be simpler, she has trouble remembering and doing oil 
changes in a timely manner. 
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5) Ali uses Apple Maps for navigation because it's an app that already comes with the phone and 
works well with Apple. She also sometimes uses an app called Waze, a navigational app, but it didn't 
come pre-installed with the phone and didn't speak as nicely with Apple's system. 

 

Interview #6: Julia Forbes 
1) She told me that she had a very recent issue of the check engine light coming on and she was able 
to get it to AutoZone and they found that one cylinder was not firing, and the car was not drivable. 
Julia told me that she also has a manifold that has a leak. 

2) With these issues she said her parent would fix her car. Yes she would fix it out of necessity. 

3) The past weekend she was driving a her mother’s Suburban from Grand Rapids to Adrian and she 
did not check the gas level. Julia noticed the was on the red line and knew she did not have much 
gas. She was lucky that the next exit was close and had a gas station there. She explained it worried 
her.  

4) She said she does not keep track, Julia said that she has had problems keeping track of oil 
changes and had went over 7,000 miles before changing it. Also that her power steering went low 
from a leak and she did not know about it. 

5) Spot Hero, it is a parking app used in big cities that to find affordable parking. Another app she 
has considered is Waze, she heard that they are partnered with Spotify. 

 

Interview #7: Jack Van Tuyle 
1) Jack experienced a door ding and it affected how the door closed. Jack now has to slam his door 
hard for it to close. Once he realized it was 700 dollars to replace he would rather slam the door 
instead. 

2) Necessity is what he said because if it would not run then he would fix it. The only way he would 
not if it was like a total engine failure. 

3) It is not an issue for him, he usually keeps a good amount of gas in it. ¼ of a tank is too low for 
Jack. 

4) No as stated in the previous response but hates to deal with oil changes because of the expense. 

5) Google Maps, a hands free audio app. Jack said anything that would allow him to be hands free 
would be great. 

 

Interview #8: Rachael Hoag 
1) Dad had scratched her car. Right now her car needs an oil change and also needs windshield 
wiper fluid. 
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2) Depends on the situation, she would not fix if it does not affect driving. Rachael said she would 
not fix it. 

3) No, she said she keeps its at least half full or more always. 

4) No because she is the only user, yes and she leases her car and she keeps up on regular 
maintenance. 

5) Credit Karma, Google Maps, but stressed that if something broke most college students 
could not fix it. 

Interview #4:  
1)  

2)  

3)  

4)  

5)  

Interview #5: 
1)  

2)  

3)  

4)  

5)  

 

Focus Group 
Definition : A focus group is a small group of people who are given a short series of questions to 
help researchers discover their users’ feelings, attitudes, thoughts, and opinions on a given topic. 
The people in these groups typically have one major thing in common, such as age, gender, 
ethnicity, etc., and are typically given roundabout and humorous questions to engage them with the 
topic.  

For our focus groups, we asked 8 questions targeted at 4-6 people who are vehicle drivers. 

 

Summary : In our two focus groups, we discovered several recurring themes from the interviews. 
One being that many people can’t afford time or money to do fixes and routine maintenance on 
their cars (especially with fixes not totally necessary for driving), and so they typically let their car go 
a long time without getting it repaired. Some people also complained that there are too many things 
to remember to maintain in a car, and parts break surprisingly because of the complete lack of 
adequate warning features. The vast majority of these people also seem to only have one vehicle 
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they can drive, since most answered that they’d need a friend or family member to come rescue 
them and drive them to places if their car broke down. 

Regarding gas tank problems, we found many reasons why a person would run out of gas while 
driving. Most people suggested that it would happen because the driver wasn’t paying attention. 
Others suggested that the driver underestimated the distance he’d be driving, he couldn’t afford gas, 
or he had a broken gas gauge and/or no warning features. One interesting suggestion was that 
someone else had driven his car and the gas amount was surprisingly lower than before and he 
didn’t notice. 

Last of all, when we asked our focus groups what they wished they could change about their cars, 
we had an interesting suggestion relating to the apps question we asked during the interviews. Two 
people both wished that most cars would come with a GPS system wired directly into the car, 
perhaps around the dashboard area. When asked why, they said they wanted an easier, hands free 
way of navigating, which is what several interviewees also responded when asked about car apps. 

 

Questions :  

1)   When was the last time your car pissed you off? 

2)   If your car broke, would you be walking? 

3)   What would you change about your car, except you cannot change the entire car? 

4)  What would make you give up on your car? 

5)   Imagine someone running out of gas, what do you think they were thinking about or doing that 
caused it? 

6)  Do you hate paying for the little routine fixes, and why? 

7)   Do you wish your car would remind you of all the little stuff instead of seeing just a check engine 
light? 

8)  Are there any questions or comments you would like to add about these questions we discussed? 

 

1.    When was the last time your car pissed you off? 

J20- Over the summer before school started, she was dropping things off at Siena and was at a RR 
crossing when her car stalled and rolled backwards. She had just missed having the RR arm lower 
and hit her car. The tech had failed and a tow truck came to see the issue and reset it. She had no 
idea what had happened. 

EB24- About 2 months ago his brakes were squealing really loud, and he had to get his dad to fix it. 

LW19- She found out that her grandma didn’t take care of the car prior to her owning it. 

PG42- The car breaks on her, but never breaks down for her husband. 

- A car that had thousands of dollars of work put into it blew up the engine and transmission when it 
was over-revved. 
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- Kim was upset when her tire popped (apparently for no reason) on the freeway and she needed a 
new set for $200. She was upset because she couldn’t really afford it, as she was a broke college 
graduate struggling with loans. 

The front end of Emily’s car sounds like it’s falling off, but she can’t afford to have it looked at right 
now. She just keeps driving even with all the issues. 

- His car (Ford Expedition) was old and constantly breaking, but he was too stubborn to get another 
car and kept fixing it over and over until in the end it wasn’t worth it and the car was scrapped for 
being unreliable. 

 

2.    If your car broke, would you be walking? 

JZ20-It depends how far away, or neighborhood. If she was in a bad neighborhood, she would 
probably not walk. If she was close to home, she would walk or maybe even call a friend.  

EB24- He would call somebody for help, he would definitely not walk. 

LW19-Her dad would give her his car. She relies on family to help.  

PG42-No I would call one of my boys or call my husband to help. 

- No, two people have a big enough family that one could probably drive them in, or they could 
borrow one of their cars. 

- Emily would find a friend to drive her. 

- Angela would call her parents in a panic 

- Alec can’t ride a bike to work because he never learned how. 

- Katherine would ride a bike to work because she’s only a couple of miles away. 

 

3.    What would you change about your car, except you cannot change the entire car? 

JZ20-Her GPS is used a lot, she would like it to show on her dashboard to be less distracting. 

EB24-The car makes a lot of sounds because of the warning systems. 

LW19-She would not want to change it, because it was her grandfathers. She wants to keep it 
original but maybe give it a paint job. 

PG42-A GPS system installed into the car. I just want to have some more options to also connect my 
phone to it. 

- He wished his truck would have power mirrors. 

- Two people wish for working air conditioning. 

- Whenever the check engine light pops on, the remote start clicker won’t work 

- She wishes for better reliability. If she could drive for a whole year without her car seriously 
breaking down, she’d be happy. 
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- She wishes for no electrical issues and a working dashboard display. 

- She wants her truck to look better, no rust, no dents, and new paint. 

 

4.   What would make you give up on your car? 

JZ20-Depends on how much money she would have to put into it. She recalled a ’04 car that had 
outlived its value so they bought a new car. 

EB24-If it completely broke and there’s no hope to fix it, or the cost is too much, it’s not worth fixing, 

LW19-She would not, she has a place that she would store it and repair at a later day. 

PG42-If our insurance did not replace it for an equal or better car. The reason is because of the low 
miles and to keep having a nice car. 

 - If the mechanic says it will not drive anymore, or if the cost of getting it working again is not worth 
it in the long run. 

- If the vehicle had really bad gas mileage she’d give it up because she drives a lot. 

- If the vehicle is no longer reliable for driving long distances, it is no longer worth keeping. 

- Anything more than $7,000 in repairs is no longer worth it. 

 

5.    Imagine someone running out of gas, what do you think they were thinking about or doing that caused it? 

JZ20-They were distracted with friends and got stuck in the middle of nowhere. Or if someone used 
the same car and you knew it had more gas but someone else left in low or empty that threw your 
perception off. 

EB24-They thought they could make it to the gas station and actually couldn’t make it. They thought 
they had more gas, than what they did. 

 LW19-They don’t have the money, like a college student. 

PG42-Swapping cars around, reverse of what I usually do to you. She means that she leaves me. on 
empty because I usually refill cars. 

 - They were probably in a hurry and didn’t have time to check or refill. 

- They’re broke and can’t afford gas. 

- They probably had a broken gas gauge and didn’t know how much was left in their tank. 

- They must have underestimated the distance they’d be driving. 

- They thought there would be a gas station closer and there wasn’t. 

 

6.   Do you hate paying for the little routine fixes, and why? 

JZ20-It’s not a problem, it’s part of owning a car, and much cheaper to fix than buying a new car. 
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EB24-He hates paying for it. There’s too much little stuff to be bothered with, like oil, tires, brakes, 
and coolant. 

LW19-It’s annoying to pay for the little stuff and if you do your own work it sucks even worse. Engine 
repair and hard to reach areas are the worst because she needs to move a battery or other parts 
out of the way to get the area that needs fixing. 

PG42- She said that I am the one that does it, or checks for those things to be done. 

- Two people said no because his/her parents pay for it. 

- Yes, she can’t afford oil changes and other repairs all the time and the car goes without for long 
periods of time 

- Yes, she can’t afford a mechanic very often and cars often break without a moment’s notice. She 
can’t plan for fixes. 

- Yes, she can afford it (barely) but still makes her car go a long time without looking at, repairing, or 
refilling things. 

  

7.    Do you wish your car would remind you of all the little stuff instead of seeing just a check engine light? 

JZ20-It would be nice and helpful, also funny sounds would make you want to check it out. 

EB24-Yes because the check engine doesn’t tell you everything. 

LW19-No because it’s an old truck that makes her worry. It depends if you’re a car person but would 
like more details. 

PG42- No, it’s just another thing to bother her. 

- Yes, two people often run out of windshield wiper fluid because their cars don’t warn them. 

- Yes, but for now Tim keeps notes on his tablet to remind himself. For example, he writes down the 
last time he did an oil change on his cars. Cars only warn you of problems when it’s gotten bad 
enough to flash a warning light, so you have to get in the habit of watching for when these things 
need repairing and refilling before it gets bad. 

- Yes because she has to constantly pay attention to the mileage and roughly estimate when things 
need repairing or refilling. 

- No, she uses the stickers from auto repair shops to know when to bring her car back. 

 

8.   Are there any questions or comments you would like to add about these questions we discussed? 

JZ20-No, but she thanked me for interesting questions. 

EB24-He wishes there was a better car system overall with a better dashboard, and more alerts or 
language. 

LW19-We talked about it depends on the person and how they chose to take care of the vehicle. We 
talked about how people take care of their phones better than their own car. 
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PG42- Not really, just talked about how we’re less than a year away from paying both cars off and 
just put more focus on getting everything tuned up and new brakes and tires. 

- One person wished it were easier to maintain cars. There’s too many steps to keep her car working 
at its best all the time 

  

Card Sorting 
Definition : Card sorting is a research technique dealing with organizing and structuring data. It can 
be done using either an open sort, or a closed sort. An open sort involves giving users a set of 25-30 
words that they sort into categories of their own making. A closed sort has users instead sort these 
words into categories of the researchers’ making. 

 

Summary : Our card sort was a closed sort. We had six people independently sort the following 28 
words :  

Transmission, Engine, Gas, Air freshener, Oil, Tire air pressure, Car wash, Transmission fluid, 
Windshield wiper fluid, Antifreeze, Windshield repairs, Spark plugs, Tires, Power steering fluid, Spark 
plug wires, Air filter, Oil filter, Fuel filter, Wiper blades, Battery, Brake rotors, Brake pads, Headlight 
bulbs, Radio, Belts, Speakers, Floor mats, Rims  

into 8 categories : 

Weekly (300 miles), Monthly (1250 miles), ½ Year (3000-75000 miles), Yearly (15000 miles), 
2-3 Years (30000-45000 miles), 4 Years (60000), 6 Years (90000), and Never Likely. 

What we discovered from this was that people have very different ideas on when they should 
repair/replace/refill certain parts of their cars. In general most people had a very rough idea of when 
they should replace/refill some of the more obvious things, such as tires, gas, oil, and windshield 
wiper blades, but most answers varied between 1-2 years. Many of these people didn’t know about 
all of these words, let alone know when to replace them in their cars. They likely rely on their 
mechanics and cars’ warning features to tell them when something needs to be worked on. 
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Phase 2 

Personas 
Through our various data collections we are now developing who our users are based on the 
information we have discovered about many of our car drivers. This will be done using personas, a 
depiction of a specific person that is used to model, summarize, and communicate research about 
people who have been researched in some way. 

At this phase we are assembling our personas based on the information we have gathered. Some of 
the questions we are answering to compile this are: 

Primary Persona 

 

NAME:  
Susan 

DESCRIPTOR 

Susan is one of our main personas in the age bracket of 19 to 24 years of age. Susan has 
experienced running out of gas because she is a college student who often uses her vehicle. She is 
also annoyed with doing routine maintenance because of how much it costs to do. She also hopes 
that her low valued car will keep working because of her fear of being without a car. If the engine or 
a large breakdown were to occur she probably would not choose to repair it. 

QUOTE 

Being a college student is not easy, if I were closer to home and had issues with my car, I would get 
help with routine expenses, but my car is not worth much and if it were to break I might as well 
forget it, I could not afford to fix it. I barely can afford to put gas into it. 

WHO IS IT ? 

Susan’s profile: she is a young college student that is between 19-24 years of age. She has a goal of 
finishing college and is taking 15 credits each semester. Her outlook of getting things accomplished, 
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show in her work and how busy she is. She expects to finish all of her goals in a timely manner and 
work late to make it happen. She currently works on campus in the arts programs and drives to her 
home about every 3rd weekend to visit family and her boyfriend. Yet the one thing she relies on the 
most is her car, and she has not provided routine maintenance or has enough money to fill it up 
more than half a tank once a week. 

BEHAVIOUR 

Susan is a college student who is going to school and is working around her schedule to try to make 
enough money to sustain herself while in college. There are obvious expenses that go with being a 
student and her mindset is in the present. Earn and spend money and put enough gas to get her 
around town, with the occasional trip home that is just over an hour away. Susan is a happy student 
with plenty to do and very little time to get it all done. Susan is sometimes so focused on those goals 
that the simple things of getting gas and routine maintenance seems like a burden or she forgets 
that she needs to do it. Susan has a used car that is about 10 years old that has over 150,000 miles. 
As long as it runs and does not have any issues, she is pleased that for the moment she has no 
frustrations about her car and can keep focusing forward on her school work, events and her job. 

Secondary Persona 

 

NAME:  
Ethel 

DESCRIPTOR 

Age : 43 

Occupation : Secretary 

Status : Recently-divorced, mother of 2 

Economic status : Lower-middle class 

QUOTE 

“As long as I get where I’m going, it doesn’t matter how I look along the way.” 
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WHO IS IT ? 

Mother that drives to secretary job 5 days a week and shops on Saturdays. Lives in suburban area, 
work commute is 20 minutes, grocery store and gas station about 15. She use to work as a part-time 
secretary, but has since moved to full-time after a divorce several years ago. Money is sometimes an 
issue and she can’t always afford routine maintenance and repairs on her car. 

BEHAVIOUR 

Motivation : divorcee, keep working hard to keep up on bills, independent, support kids by 
maintaining a steady job and keeping food on the table. 
Pain Points : only has one car to share with two kids. 2000 Chevy Malibu with 180,000 miles and 
numerous small technical problems such as a broken low fuel light. 

 

Phase 3  
Research on other related companies 

In this phase we collected information on 10 apps and websites of other companies working with 
cars, including : GasBuddy, Automatic, AroundMe, Waze, Acar, Shell, Fuel Economy, MapQuest, Gas 
Guru, and Map Gas Prices. Here we primarily studied the layout of each app/website, looked for 
patterns in location of the main, supporting, and interface content, and determined whether or not 
it was responsive (content reorganizes and moves depending on display size), or adaptive (content 
orientation does not change.) 

Summary : What we found about all of these car apps/websites is that the main content is nearly 
always found first, whether at the top of a website, or the first section in a vertical column of content 
on a mobile device. It usually contains the name of the app/website, and either 1 button or a grid of 
buttons that take you directly to the main purpose of the app/website. In the following list of 
websites and apps, the main content appears inside red boxes. 

We’ve also noticed that the supporting content typically appears directly below the main content in 
most apps/websites. It never overshadows the main content, yet provides the next most information 
and is probably where a user would look at next after exploring the main content. 

The interface content is different in that it jumps around. Generally we see it nested on the sides, or 
at the very bottom. But sometimes it can be found directly in the middle of an app/website’s layout, 
as its main point is providing infrastructure and engaging users even further. 
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GasBuddy 
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Automatic 

 

Acar 
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Waze                                                                          AroundMe 
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Phase 4  
Mindmapping 

Definition : Mind mapping is a stream-of-consciousness process that shows hierarchical 
information in the form of a central idea with interconnecting branches of similar topics. It assists us 
in categorizing and discovering people’s thoughts about our general topic, which is “Car Trouble.” 

 

Summary : (Missing 3 out of 6 mind maps - across first 3 we’ve noticed the topic of expenses come 
up frequently, the amount of time repairs take out of a person’s busy life, the stress that comes with 
broken down vehicles, and the sheer amount of things that can go wrong with a vehicle) 
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Phase 5 
Wireframing 
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https://marvelapp.com/1afjj40g   

https://marvelapp.com/1afjj40g

